
MW patterns TUTORIAL: Bellflower

Fabric recommendation: Jersey cotton/lycra or woven poplin. 
Use a serger or a narrow zig zag, for bindings use a coverstitch or twin needle, straight stitch for 
woven fabrics. 

Approx NECK elastic length measurements (width 5mm): 
74  80  86  92  98  104  110  116  122  128  134  140  146  152  158  164 
38  39  40  42  43   45    47    49     51    53    55    57    59    61    62    63
I recommend trying the dress or top on the child before sewing together the neck elastic and 
opening, if you want to adjust the length of it.

Approx WAIST elastic length measurements (width 5mm): 
74  80  86  92  98  104  110  116  122  128  134  140  146  152  158  164 
42  44  46  48  50   52    54    56     58    60    62    64    66    68     70    72
Or measure the child’s waist and use that measurement and decrease about 2cm. 

 
Cut the binding on the bias (diagonally across the fabric) if using a woven fabric. 

Fabric range (150cm wide fabric):

Size: 
Dress,cm:
Top,cm: 

Bindings not included

Bellflower
Lovely ruffle neck dress and top

Choose model. 
Use the layers feature to include or exclude the seam 
allowance. 1cm seam allowance, 1,5cm hem.
Watch YouTube video on how to print and use layers HERE (swedish) 
If you are making the top option, simply skip the steps about the waist. 

1

Cut all parts, and mark all markings using pen 
or pins.  

1x Front top 
1x Back top 
2x Skirt  
2x Ruffle 
2x Elastic
2x Bias tape
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  74  80  86  92   98  104  110  116  122  128  134  140  146  152  158  164 
  82  90  95 100 100 100  100  105  110  115  120  125  130  190  200  210
  56  59  63  65   66   67    68    70    72     74    75    77    78    80    85    90

Letter version

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ats6-Ew2AGI&t=2s


Section one of the elastics in to 
quarters. 
(picture shows both marked, but that 
is not neccessary)

Sew side seams.

3

4
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Mark center front/back on all pieces.12
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6

With right sides together, sew the 
short edges of the ruffle.

Sew together bodice 
and skirt, right sides 
together. 

7 Place the elastic 
band to the left of 
the serged edge. 
Use a narrow 
zig zag stitch, and 
sew to the left of the 
band. 
 
Stretch the elastic so 
your markings are 
matched.
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1. Pin 2. Sew



8

Now it looks like this.

Fold the serged edge and 
elastic to face UP, making 
the elastic hidden inside. 
 
Stretch the elastic while 
sewing a straight stretch 
stitch about 1cm from the 
edge.

Finished look.
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10

Sew binding to the arm holes. 
Watch YouTube video from ”Erikas syskrin” get started with a bias binder (for knits) 
or how to sew bias binding from wikihow.com (method 2) 
(MW patterns got permission to link to these instructions)

11
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Pin the neck ruffle 
inside the bodice. 
 
Right sides of the 
ruffle facing wrong 
sides of the bodice. 
Make sure the ruffle 
doesn’t get twisted.

View from right 
side.

Serge all the way 
around.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9sj7FFl02I
https://www.wikihow.com/Sew-Bias-Binding


12 Turn to right side.
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Sew with a straight stitch, 
BUT remember to leave an 
opening for the elastic.

14
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Fold down the serged edge. Create a casing about 1cm wide, 
with the serged edge hidden inside 
(always facing up).
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Leave opening
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Place the elastic inside your 
casing. 
I use a bodkin, but a safety 
pin works as well.

15 Hem the ruffle. 
I prefer to use a rolled hem 
for this, but you can make it 
the way you like it. 
pom pom trim or lace is 
one way to make it even 
prettier!

16



Sew the elastic ends 
together to form a circle, 
then sew the opening.

17
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Serge the bottom edge of 
the skirt. 
(zig zag if you’re using a 
regular sewing machine). 
 
Make a double or single fold 
to hem. 
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Double fold                                       single fold

I made a double fold



Press all seams/seam allowances. 
And you are finished! Well done!
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Are you on instagram? We’d love to see what you make! #mwpatterns #mwbellflower 
Any questions? Join our Facebook-group MW patterns - Sew and tell, for help, tips, competitions, sew-a-longs and a lot more!
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/953959531405546/

